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Abstract— Vehicle sharing system consists of a fleet of vehicles
(usually bikes or cars) that can be rented at one station
and returned at another station. We study how to achieve
guaranteed service availability in such systems. Specifically,
we are interested in determining a) the fleet size and initial
allocation of vehicles to stations and b) the minimum capacity of
each station needed to guarantee that a) every customer will find
an available vehicle at the origin station and b) the customer will
find a free parking spot at the destination station. We model the
evolution of number of vehicles at each station as a stochastic
process and prove that the relevant probabilities in the system
can be approximated from above using a computationallytractable decoupled model. This property can be exploited to
efficiently determine the size of fleet, initial distribution of
vehicles to stations, and station capacities that are sufficient
to achieve the desired service level. The applicability of the
method is demonstrated by computing the initial vehicle stock
and the capacity of each station that would be needed to avoid
service failures in Boston’s bike sharing system “The Hubway”.
Our simulation shows that the proposed method is able to find
more efficient design parameters than the naive approach and
consequently it can achieve the equivalent quality-of-service
level with half of the vehicle fleet and half of the parking
capacity.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Bike sharing and car sharing systems can act as a sustainable and economically viable alternative to private car
ownership in urban environments [9]. A major obstacle to
mass adoption of such vehicle sharing systems is the low
reliability of service [5]. In many such systems, the users
regularly experience service unavailability: Either there are
no available vehicles at the origin station when they decide to
rent a vehicle or there is not enough parking spots at the destination station when they decide to return a rented vehicle.
In order to provide customer experience that is comparable
to the comfort of using a privately-owned vehicle, a sharing
system should guarantee that a user will always be able to
pickup a vehicle at the desired origin location and later return
the vehicle at the destination location. Therefore, a critical
task of the system operator is to determine a) the size of
the vehicle fleet and the allocation of available vehicles to
stations at the beginning of the day, b) the capacity of each
station, and c) a strategy for future redistribution of vehicles
between stations such that no station becomes completely
empty and no station becomes completely full throughout
the day.
In recent years, researchers have increasingly focused on
development of algorithms that support design and operation
of vehicle sharing systems [3].
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A large portion of existing work focuses on the analysis
and synthesis of policies for vehicle rebalancing – since urban transportation patterns are structurally imbalanced (e.g.,
in the morning, most customers rent vehicles in residential
areas and return them in business areas), the vehicles must be
continuously moved (rebalanced) from stations with surplus
of vehicles to stations with shortage of vehicles. In order to
determine efficient rebalancing strategies and to quantify the
amount of rebalancing needed in a particular vehicle sharing system, researchers proposed fluidic models [6], queue
theoretic models [10], [1] as well as different heuristics [7].
The existing rebalancing models, however, neglect the issue
of fleet sizing. Although the above methods can achieve
balanced flows on expectation, in practice, each station must
have a sufficient stock of vehicles and sufficient parking
capacity to also cover the difference between the incoming
and outgoing flows when they deviate from the expectation.
Spieser et al. [8] provide a method for determining a
lower bound on a fleet size that is necessary to ensure
passenger queue stability, i.e., waiting time should not grow
to infinity. In practice, however, one is rather interested in
ensuring high-level of availability, i.e., almost all passengers
should be served immediately. George and Xia [4] studied
the relation between the fleet size and the service availability
within a queue-theoretic model. Yet, the analysis is limited
to systems with time-invariant demand in asymptotic regime
when the number of vehicles in the system goes to infinity.
Thus, in order to determine an appropriate fleet-size in a
practical system, one typically resorts to simulation-based
optimization [11], [12], [2].
The contribution of this paper is therefore a principled
treatment of the problem of determining the minimum initial
fleet size and parking capacity at each station needed to avoid
service failures in the system with desired confidence, given
probabilistic time-dependent model of future demand and a
fixed rebalancing plan. To evaluate the probability of such a
service failure, we model the development of the number
of vehicles at each station as a stochastic process. Such
a model would be prohibitively expensive to evaluate, but
we find that the relevant probabilities can be approximated
from above by a computationally-tractable model, where the
random variables that represent the number of vehicles at
each station are assumed to be independent.
This allows us to optimize over the initial number of vehicles at each station and over the capacity at each station such
that system failures are avoided with required confidence. To
demonstrate the potential of the proposed method, we use the
method to determine the size of the fleet and capacities of
stations necessary to avoid service failures in Boston’s bike

sharing system with 99% confidence. Compared to a naive
system design technique, the proposed method achieves the
same level of service reliability with less than half of the
vehicles and with less than half of the parking capacity.

1, . . . , k at time t = 0 and the capacity c1 , . . . , ck of each
station 1, . . . , k that ensure that the system will operate
failure-free in given future time interval [0, T ] with chosen
confidence level (1 − z) with z representing the maximum
allowed probability of failure in the system.

II. P ROBLEM S TATEMENT
Consider a vehicle sharing system consisting of k stations,
with the set of all station labels denoted by X = {1, . . . , k}.
At time t = 0, station 1 stores v1 vehicles, station 2 stores
v2 vehicles, etc. A vehicle moves from one station to another
when either a) a customer rents a vehicle at one station and
returns the vehicle at another stations or b) it is relocated as
a part of the rebalancing process.
The customer demand is modeled probabilistically. In
particular, the requests to rent vehicle for transportation
from station o to station d are assumed to be generated
by a nonhomogeneous Poisson point process with intensity
λod (t) at time t. The rebalancing vehicles are relocated from
station o to station d according to a deterministic rebalancing
plan. The plan for rebalancing between stations o and d is
represented as a set of time points ρod = {t1od , t2od , . . .}
prescribing when rebalancing vehicles should depart from
station o towards station d. Further, let ρ := ∪o,d∈X ρod
denote the set of all time points when rebalancing occurs.
Whenever a rented or rebalancing vehicle departs from
station o destined to station d, it will arrive to station d with
deterministic delay ηij .
To successfully pickup a vehicle, the origin station must
not be empty. If all pickup requests are served, we say
that the system is maintaining full availability. And vice
versa, if a customer requests a vehicle and the station is
empty, the system is said to fail to maintain full availability.
Similarly, each station i has a limited parking capacity ci ,
and a vehicle can be returned at the destination station only
when it is not at full capacity. When all arriving vehicles
find a free parking spot at their destination station, we say
that the system maintains capacity constraints. Conversely,
the system fails to maintain capacity constraints if a station
is full and a new vehicle arrives to the station. When the
system maintains both availability and capacity constraints
we say that the system operates failure-free.
As we can see, the failure-free operation of the system
depends on the initial stock of vehicles at each station, on
the capacity of each station, and on the rebalancing strategy.
We assume that the rebalancing strategy is fixed and thus we
focus on determining the initial number of vehicles and the
capacity of each station that collectively ensure failure-free
operation of the system. Since the future demand is generated
by a Poisson process, any station can experience arbitrarily
high number of travel request with non-zero probability.
Therefore, failure-freeness of the system cannot be achieved
with certainty. It is, however, reasonable to ask for a system
that operates failure free with high probability as stated in
the following problem formulation:
Problem 1. Determine the initial number of vehicles
v1 , . . . , vk that need to be present at respective stations

III. C OUPLED M ODEL
In this section, we will develop a numerical method for
determining the exact probability of failure-free operation
of a vehicle sharing system in the time interval of interest
[0, t]. When developing the model, we neglect the travel
delay between stations to maintain analytic tractability, but
we show that it can be naturally incorporated in the simpler
decoupled model of the next section.
The evolution of the system is modeled as a continuoustime random process {V (t)}t∈[0,∞) over state space M ∪
{F }. As long as the system operates failure-free, it remains
in set M, once it experiences a failure, it falls into an
absorbing state denoted by F . The failure-free part of state
space, defined as M := M1 × . . . × Mk with Mi :=
{0, . . . , ci } being the set of all possible numbers of vehicles
at station i, contains a state for every possible combination
of number of vehicles at individual stations. Therefore, if
V (t) 6= F , then random variable V (t) = (m1 , . . . , mk )
represents the fact that the vehicle sharing system has m1
vehicles at station 1, m2 vehicles at station 2, etc. To refer to
the number of vehicles at a single station, we define random
variables V1 (t), . . . , Vk (t) as
(
(V (t))i if V (t) ∈ M
Vi (t) :=
,
F
if V (t) = F
where (x)i denotes the i-th element of tuple x. Observe that
the random variables V1 (t), . . . , Vk (t) are not independent.
They are coupled, e.g., by the constraint that the number
of vehicles in the
P system is constant,
P i.e., for every time
point t we have i=1,...,k Vi (t) = i=1,...,k Vi (0) = const.
Therefore, the model described in this section will be referred
to as coupled model.
The probability that the system has been failure-free in
time interval [0, t] and there is m1 vehicles at station 1, m2
vehicles at station 2, etc. at time t is denoted by pm (t), where
m = (m1 , . . . , mk ) . We define pm (t) := P(V (t) = m) for
any m ∈ M and pm (t) := 0 otherwise.
The collection of probabilities pm (t0 ) for all failure-free
states m ∈ M and all time points t0 ∈ [0, t] can be
expressed as a time-dependent k-dimensional tensor P(t0 ) =
{pm (t0 )}m∈M ∈ [0, 1]M1 ×...×Mk . The probability that the
system is failure-free in time interval [0, t] is pN (t) :=
P(V (t) ∈ M). Similarly, the probability that the system
has experienced a failure in time interval [0, t]Pis pF (t) :=
P(V (t) = F ). Observe that we have pN (t) = m∈M pm (t)
and pF (t) = 1 − pN (t).
Further, we write pF (t; (v1 , . . . , vk ), (c1 , . . . , ck )) to denote the probability P(V (t) = F ) when the initial numbers
of vehicles and capacities at stations 1, . . . , k are fixed to
v1 , . . . , vk and c1 , . . . , ck respectively.

In order to be able to concisely express the dynamics of
the modeled process, we need to introduce some additional
notation. Firstly, the following shorthand notation is used
to refer to subsets of M consisting of states satisfying
constraints on the number of vehicles at some of the stations:

IV. D ECOUPLED M ETHOD

The evaluation of the coupled model requires numerical
integration over all elements from M. Since the number
of elements in M grows exponentially in the number of
stations, this method becomes computationally intractable
Mi=j := {m|m = (m1 , . . . , mk ) ∈ M and mi = j},
when applied to systems with more than a few stations.
Mi>j := {m|m = (m1 , . . . , mk ) ∈ M and mi > j},
For larger systems, we propose to use an alternative
Mi<j := {m|m = (m1 , . . . , mk ) ∈ M and mi < j}.
decoupled model, where the individual stations are modeled
by independent stochastic processes. In contrast to the couFurther, constraints may be chained, e.g., Mi1 =j1 ,i2 <j2 will
pled model, where the relocation of vehicles between every
be a shorthand for Mi1 =j1 ∩ Mi2 <j2 .
pair of stations o and d is governed by a single Poisson
The family of functions Tod : Zk → Zk for o, d ∈ X × X
process with intensity λod , the relocation of vehicles in the
encodes the effect of a relocation of single vehicle from
decoupled model is governed by a departure process and
station o to station d on the number of vehicles at each
an independent arrival process, both with intensity λod . The
station. More specifically, Tod (m) represents the number of
departure process from o to d generates time points when
vehicles at each station when the system was in state m and
customers request to rent vehicles from station o towards
a single vehicle relocated from station o to station d:
station d, while the arrival process generates time points
0
0
0
when vehicles rented from station o arrive to station d. Note
Tod : m = (m1 , . . . , mk ) 7→ m = (m1 , . . . , mk ),

that in such a setting, the physical correspondence between

mi − 1 if i = o
vehicles from the departure process and the vehicles from
where m0i = mi + 1 if i = d
the arrival process is lost. In fact, it can happen that at some


time point t, we have more vehicles that have arrived at some
mi
otherwise.
station i than there are vehicles that have departed towards
As a special case, if the origin and destination stations are station i. Analogically to the coupled model, when a vehicle
the same, we define Tii (m) = m. Note that transformation is requested from an empty station, the station experiences an
T does not account for capacity and availability constraints. availability failure. When a vehicle arrives to a full station,
Further, let T −1 denote the inverse of T , i.e., (Tod )−1 (m = the station experiences capacity failure.
(m1 , . . . , mn )) = m0 such that Tod (m0 ) = m.
Decoupling the departure and arrival processes enables us
We are now in position to describe the dynamics of the to reason about the evolution of the number of vehicles
system. Suppose that initially, at time t = 0, the stations at each station separately and consequently evaluate the
1, . . . k have v1 , . . . , vk vehicles respectively. Then, the initial probability of failure more efficiently. In the decoupled
condition of pm is pm (0) = 1 for m = (v1 , . . . , vk ) and model, we model the evolution of the system as a collection
pm (0) = 0 for every other value of m. The system is initially of k random processes. The evolution of the stock of vehicles
failure-free and thus we have pF (0) = 0.
at station i is a continuous-time random process {V̄i (t)}
The functions {pm }m∈M and pF are piecewise differen- over state space Mi ∪ {F }. As long as the station operates
tiable on R≥0 . At time points t1 , t2 , . . . ∈ ρ, vehicle is re- failure-free, it remains in the set Mi := {1, . . . , ci }, once
balanced between stations and thus the functions {pm }m∈M the station experiences a failure, it falls into an absorbing
and pF contain a jump discontinuity. Formally, for every state F . Therefore, if V̄i (t) 6= F , then V̄i (t) = j represents
o, d ∈ X, and t ∈ ρod we have
the fact that the station i currently has j vehicles.
The probability that station i at time t has j vehicles
0
pm (t) = 0lim− pT −1 (m) (t ) and
od
t →t
and has not experienced a failure yet is denoted qij (t).
P
pF (t) = 0lim− pF (t0 ) + m∈Mo=0 ∪Md=ci pm (t0 ).
We define qij (t) := P (V̄i (t) = j) for 0 ≤ j ≤ ci and
t →t
qij (t) := 0 for other values of j. The probability that
Everywhere else, i.e., at any t ∈ R≥0 \ ρ, the functions station i has experienced a failure in time interval [0, t] is
{pm }m∈M and pF are differentiable and their time evolution q F (t) := P (V̄i (t) = F ).
i
is governed by the following system of differential equations.
Further, we write qiF (t; v, c) to denote the probability
For every m ∈ M and t ∈ R≥0 \ ρ,
P(V̄i (t) = F ) when the initial number of vehicles at station i
X
X
is v and its capacity is c. The initial condition for qij for every
ṗm (t) =
λod (t) · pT −1 (m) (t) − pm (t) ·
λod (t) and
i ∈ X is qij (0) = 1 for j = vi , where vi is the number
od
o,d∈X
o,d∈X
of vehicles at station i at time 0, and qij (0) = 0 for other
X
X
ṗF (t) =
λod (t)
pm (t).
values of j. Initially, each station is failure-free
and thus we
P
o,d∈X
m∈Mo=0 ∪Md=ci
have qiF (0) = 0, ∀i ∈ X. Let λai (t) := o∈X\{i} λoi (t) be
the total intensity
P of all arriving vehicle flows to station i
Proposition 2. This construction
P preserves probability, that and λdi :=
d∈X\{i} λid (t) be the total intensity of all
is, for every t ∈ R≥0 we have m∈M pm (t) + pF (t) = 1.
departing vehicle flows from station i. Analogously, let ρai :=
Proof. See Appendix.
∪o∈X\{i} ρoi be the set of time points when rebalancing

vehicles are scheduled to arrive to station i and ρdi :=
∪d∈X\{i} ρid be the set of time points when rebalancing
vehicles are scheduled to depart from station i. The functions
{qij }j∈Mi and qiF for a particular station i are piecewise
differentiable with a discontinuous jump at every time point
t ∈ ρai as follows
qij (t) = 0lim− qij−1 (t0 );
t →t

qiF (t) = 0lim− qiF (t0 ) + qici (t0 )
t →t

and at every time point t ∈ ρdi as follows
qij (t) = 0lim− qij+1 (t0 );
t →t

qiF (t) = 0lim− qiF (t0 ) + qi0 (t0 ).
t →t

Everywhere else, i.e., for all t ∈ R≥0 \(ρai ∪ρdi ), the functions
{qij }j∈Mi and qiF are differentiable and their evolution is
governed by the following system of differential equations:
q̇ij (t) =λai · qij−1 (t) − (λai + λdi ) · qij (t) + λdi · qij+1 (t),
q̇iF (t) =λai (t) · qici + λdi (t) · qi0 (t).
If we denote qi (t) = [qi0 (t), . . . , qici (t)], then the behavior of
the function qi at discontinuous jumps can be conveniently
expressed as right or left “shift” of the state vector:
c

∀t ∈ ρai : qi (t) = 0lim− [0, qi0 (t0 ), . . . , qi i−1 (t0 )]
t →t

=[0, q0 , . . . , qci −1 ], where q = lim qi (t0 )
t0 →t−

∀t ∈

ρdi

: qi (t)

= 0lim− [qi1 (t0 ), . . . , qici (t0 ), 0]
t →t
=[q1 , . . . , qci , 0], where q = lim qi (t0 ).
t0 →t−

The above system of differential equations can be expressed
in a matrix form q̇i (t) = Qi (t) · qi (t), with Qi (t) =








−(λdi + λa
i)
λa
i
0
0
..
.

λdi
+ λa
i)
λa
i
0
..
.

−(λdi

0
λdi
−(λdi + λa
i)
λa
i
..
.

0
0
λdi
d
−(λi + λa
i)
..
.

···
···
···
···
..
.
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(the argument t of functions λdi and λa
i was dropped for brevity)

In result, the vector function qi can be efficiently evaluated
using a numerical computation software, and the probability
F
of
P failurej at a station can be obtained as qi (t) := 1 −
j∈Mi qi (t).
We will now show that the decoupled model of the system
can be used to obtain an upper-bounding approximation of
the failure probability in the coupled model.
Theorem 3. The probability that a particular station i has j
vehicles in the decoupled model upper-bounds the probability
that the same station i has j vehicles in the coupled model,
i.e., it holds that P (Vi (t) = j) ≤ P (V̄ i (t) = j) for all
i ∈ X, j ∈ Mi , and t ≥ 0.
Proof. See Appendix for formal proof.
For intuitive justification of this property, consider
a system with three stations X = {a, b, c} in which
at time t we have an attempt to rent a vehicle from
station a to station b. In the decoupled model, the arrival
and departure processes are seen as independent and

thus the probability that station b has, e.g., two vehicles
after the event, P (V̄b (t) = 2), is defined to be equal to
the probability that it had one vehicle before the event,
P (limt0 →t− V̄b (t0 ) = 1). Notice that this probability does
not depend on the state of station a. In the coupled model,
however, the relocation will not occur if station a is
empty, which would be represented as P (limt0 →t− Vb (t0 ) =
1 and Va (t0 ) 6= 0) or equivalently P (limt0 →t− Vb (t0 ) = 1)
− P (limt0 →t− Va (t0 ) = 0 and Vb (t0 ) = 1). Because the
decoupled model does not account for the second term,
the probability P (V̄ i (t) = j) consistently overestimates
the probability P (Vi (t) = j). Analogously, the probability
that station c has, e.g., three vehicles after the event
P (V̄c (t) = 3), is in the decoupled model equal to
P (limt0 →t− V̄c (t0 ) = 3), because there are no vehicles
arriving to or departing from station c. In the coupled
model, however, if station a is empty or if station b
is full, the entire system will fail and the probability
of station c having three vehicles would be defined as
P (limt0 →t− Vc (t0 ) = 3 and Va (t0 ) 6= 0 and Vb (t0 ) 6= cb )
or
equivalently
as
P (limt0 →t− Vc (t0 ) = 3)
−
0
P (limt0 →t− Vc (t ) = 3 and (Va (t0 ) = 0 or Vc (t0 ) = cd )).
Again, the second term is not accounted for in the decoupled
model and thus the probability P (V̄c (t) = 3) overestimates
probability P (Vc (t) = 3). Similar reasoning can be used
to show that the sum of station failure probabilities in
the decoupled model also overestimates the probability of
system failure in the coupled model.
Corollary 4. The probability of failure in the coupled model
is upper bounded by the sum of probabilities of failure at
every P
station in the decoupled model, that is, P (V (t) =
F ) ≤ i∈X P (V̄i (t) = F ).
Proof. See Appendix for formal proof.
Figure 1 illustrates the discrepancy
between the failure
P
F
probability in decoupled model
i∈x qi and the failure
probability in coupled model pF for an example vehicle
sharing
system of practical size. We can see that quantity
P
F
q
i∈x i is a reasonable approximation of pF for small
values of pF . Recall that our goal is to determine if the
probability of failure exceeds some small threshold value z,
e.g., z = 1 %, at time P
point T , and thus we can make use of
this property and use i∈x qiF as a substitute of pF .
The previous analysis assumed instantaneous relocation
of vehicles between stations, which allowed us to formulate
the coupled model as a memory-less random process and
consequently maintain analytic tractability. In the decoupled
model, however, the travel delay can be incorporated in a
relatively straightforward way by appropriately shifting the
intensity of arrival process relative to the intensity of the
respective departure processes. That is, when the intensity
of the departure process from station o to station d at time t
is λod (t), then the intensity of the arrival process from station
o to station d at time t is λaod (t) := λod (t − ηod ), where ηod
is the travel time from station o to station d. Analogously,
the total intensity of arrivals to station i at time t would

Fig. 1.
The illustration of the upper-bounding approximation of the
probability of failure obtained from the decoupled model and the exact
probability of failure in the coupled model. We compare the two models
using a vehicle sharing system with k = 50 stations, where each station i
has initially vi = 50 vehicles with maximum capacity ci = 100 vehicles.
The intensity of travel demand between every two stations o, d ∈ X is
λod = 0.05. The solid line shows the probability of failure in the coupled
model pF (t) obtained by averaging 20000 simulated realizations of the
random process, the dashed line shows the upper bound on pF (t) obtained
by evaluating the decoupled model. The right plot shows the behavior of
the two functions for small values of pF (t) ≤ 5%.

P
be defined as λi (t) := o∈X λoi (t − ηoi ) and the set of
timepoints when rebalancing vehicles arrive to station i is
ρai := ∪o∈X {t + ηoi |t ∈ ρoi }.
V. O PTIMIZING S YSTEM PARAMETERS
Now we return back to Problem 1, which asks for the
number of vehicles needed initially at each station and for
the capacity of each station to ensure that the system will be
failure free in time interval [0, T ] with given given confidence
level 1−z. Ideally, we would like to find the minimal number
of vehicles and the smallest number of parking spaces that
suffice to satisfy our quality of service constraint, i.e., we
would like to solve the following optimization problem
X
X
{(vi? , c?i )}i = argmin
vi +
ci
{(vi ,ci )}i ∈N2k i
(1)
i
subject to pF (T ; {(vi , ci )}i ) ≤ z.
The evaluation of pF (T ) is, however, computationally intractable for vehicle systems of practical sizes. Instead,
we can exploit Corrolary 4 and the observation that for
small failure threshold z, the failure probability in the
coupled model can be bounded from above by the sum
of failure probabilities P
at each station to replace term
F
pF (T ; {(vi , ci )}i ) with
i qi (T ; vi , ci ), which yields the
optimization problem
X
X
{(vi0 , c0i )}i = argmin
vi +
ci
{(vi ,ci )}i ∈N2k

subject to

Xi

i
F
qi (T ; vi , ci )

≤ z.

(2)

i

P F
Note, that since pF (T ; {(vi , ci )}i ) ≤
i qi (T ; vi , ci ), a
solution{(vi0 , c0i )} to the optimization problem in Equation 2
is also a feasible, albeit possibly suboptimal, solution for
the problem in Equation 1. The constraint function can now
be efficiently evaluated, but the formulation in Equation 2
still represents a large-scale non-linear integer optimization
problem, which are notoriously hard to solve using existing
methods.

Observe that each individual term qiF (T ; vi , ci ) in the
constraint function represents the probability that the system failure occurs at station i. From this perspective, the
optimization problem must assign a budget of probabilities
of failure to the individual stations in a way that minimizes
the total number of vehicles and the total parking capacity
used. This is again a challenging combinatorial optimization
problem. The complexity can be circumvented by picking
some desired partitioning of system failure probability z to
failure
Pprobabilities at individual stations z1 , . . . zk such that
z = i zi . For simplicity we will use uniform partitioning
that assigns zi = z/k for every station i. For any such fixed
partitioning, we can find the minimum number of vehicles
vi and minimum parking capacity ci for each station i as
vi , ci = argmin v + c subject to qiF (T ; v, c) ≤ zi .
v,c∈N

The above can be solved, e.g., by exhaustive enumeration
of all value combination for parameters v and c. To improve
performance, we find an approximate optimal values for
each station by optimizing by coordinates. Recall that the
evolution of qiF is governed by equation q̇iF (t) = λai (t) ·
qici + λdi (t) · qi0 (t) with initial condition qiF (0) = 0. The
two terms in the differential equation in fact represent
the probability of capacity failure and availability failure
respectively. The probability of availability failure decreases
with increasing number of vehicles and the probability of
capacity failure decreases with increasing parking capacity
at the station. Therefore, we start by finding the minimal
number of vehicles that suffices to cap the probability of
availability failure by zi /2 as
zi
vi = argmin v subject to qiF (T ; v, ∞) ≤ .
2
v∈N
Then, for fixed vi , we find the minimal parking capacity at
station i that ensures that the probability of system failure at
the station is no more than zi as
ci = argmin c subject to qiF (T ; vi , c) ≤ zi .
c∈N

qiF (T ; v, ∞)

Since both
and qiF (T ; vi , c) are monotonically
non-increasing in v and c respectively, these optimization
problems can be efficiently solved, e.g., by the method of
bisection. The series of steps described above can find the
system parameters {(vi , ci )} that represent a feasible solution
to problem in Equation 1.
VI. C ASE S TUDY: H UBWAY IN B OSTON
In this section, we demonstrate the applicability of the
proposed technique in the context of Boston’s bike sharing system called “The Hubway”. This system consists of
roughly 150 stations scattered over the larger Boson area as
shown in Figure 2. The Hubway users often face availability
or capacity failures in the system. As a hypothetical exercise,
we use our method to determine what fleet size and parking
capacity would be sufficient to avoid such failure events.
The Hubway releases anonymized historical data about all
bike rentals in the system. We use this dataset to estimate the

Fig. 2.

The stations of Boston’s bike sharing system “The Hubway”.

it had to face a particular sequence of rentals during a
day. For performance evaluation, we use 22 historical rental
sequences that correspond to rental demand during each
working day of May 2016. For every rental recorded in the
sequence and for every rebalancing request dictated by the
rebalancing plan (if rebalancing is used), we relocate a single
vehicle from origin of the rental request to the destination
with appropriate travel delay. If the origin station is empty or
the destination station is full during any of such relocation,
we record that the system failed on that day.
The plots in Figure 3 show the probability of system failure during one day as a function of fleet size and total parking
capacity for the proposed method and the baseline method,
both with and without rebalancing. We can observe that the
proposed method assigns the vehicles and parking capacity
to stations more efficiently than the baseline approach. In
result, by applying the proposed approach, one can avoid
service failures in the system with overwhelming probability
(≥ 99 %) using only half of the vehicle fleet and half of the
parking capacity compared to what would be needed in a
system designed using baseline approach.
VII. C ONCLUSION

Fig. 3. The plot shows the relation between probability of failure during
a day (24h period) and the total fleet size (left) and total parking capacity
used (right) when 1) each station has the same parking capacity and initially
it is half filled with bikes and half empty (baseline) and 2) when the initial
number of bikes and parking capacity at each station is computed using
the proposed method (proposed). The dashed line shows the relation when
rebalancing of bikes is used and the solid line shows the relation for systems
without rebalancing.

parameters of the system model and to evaluate performance
of a particular system design using historical rental data. For
our experiment, we extracted a data set of all bike rental
records realized during working days of May 2016. Then,
we used the data set to estimate the intensities of demand
generating processes {λod } in our model and to estimate the
travel times {ηod }.
As expected, the structure of the demand is imbalanced.
One can either ignore the imbalance or try to counteract it
by relocating vehicles from stations where surplus of bikes
is expected to stations where shortage of bikes is expected.
In our experiment, we consider both systems that do not use
rebalancing and systems where the vehicles are rebalanced
during the day. For systems with rebalancing, we find an a
priori rebalancing strategy that on expectation balances the
rate of bike arrivals and the rate of bike departures at each
station using the method proposed in [8].
Next, we need to determine the initial number of vehicles
at each station and the parking capacity at each station that
suffice to avoid service failures with desired confidence.
We compare the optimization-based method proposed in
Section V with a baseline method that assigns equal parking
capacity to all stations and initially fills half of the parking
spaces at each station with bikes. Then, we evaluate how
a system with given design parameters would perform if

We studied if it is possible to design a vehicle sharing
system with service availability guarantees, i.e., a system
where all passengers are served with given, arbitrarily high
probability. In particular, we propose a systematic method
for determining the appropriate system design parameters,
namely the initial number of vehicles at each station and the
parking capacity at each station, that are sufficient to guarantee that a) all attempts to pickup a vehicle are successful
and b) all attempts to return a vehicle are successful, with
a given minimum confidence level. In order to determine
the probability of a service failure for a particular system
design, one has to reason about stochastic vehicle relocations
and their effect on the stock of vehicles at each station.
However, the model of such system is a random process with
exponentially large state space that is prohibitively expensive
to evaluate.
Our main contribution is a theoretical analysis leading to
an insight that the relevant phenomena in such a system can
be sufficiently grasped in a simpler, decoupled stochastic
model, where each station is analyzed separately. We prove
that the probability of failure in the decoupled model is an
upper bounding approximation of the failure probability in
the coupled model. Such a finding can be used to efficiently
determine the system design parameters that guarantee the
desired quality of service in the system. We demonstrate the
applicability of the method by computing the system design
parameters for a bike sharing system in Boston, and show
that the proposed method can achieve the same quality of
service as baseline method with only half of the bike fleet
and half of the parking capacity.
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pF (t0 ) +

P

m∈Mo=0 ∪Md=ci

pm (t0 )= 0lim−

P

t →t

m∈M

pm (t0 ) +

pF (t0 ).
P
Further, we have
m∈M ṗm (t) − ṗF (t)
P = 0 at all
tP
∈ R≥0 \ρ byP
the following rearrangement:
m∈M ṗm (t) =
P
p
=
λod (t)
o>1,d<cd pm (t) −
m∈M
m∈M m (t)
o,d∈X
P
P
−
λod (t) m∈Mo=0 ∪Md=ci pm (t)
=
−ṗF (t).
o,d∈X
P
Consequently, the sum
m∈M pm (t) + pF (t) is also
preserved over every interval where functions {pm }m∈M
and pF are differentiable.
P
We have m∈M pm (0)P
+ pF (0) = 1 at t = 0 from the
initial conditions and since m∈M
P pm (t)+pF (t) is constant
for all t > 0, we conclude that m∈M pm (t) + pF (t) = 1
for all t ≥ 0.
Proof of Theorem 3:
P
Proof. Let sji (t) := P (Vi (t)) =
m∈Mi=j pm (t). Define
P
i=j
Xod
(t) := m∈Mi=j pT −1 (m) (t) and observe the equality
od
P
if o 6= i and d 6= i

m∈Mi=j,o>0,d<cd pm (t)


P
p
(t)
if d = i and j > 1
i=j−1,o>0
m
i=j
Xod
(t) = Pm∈M

if o = i and j < cd
i=j+1,d<cd pm (t)


 m∈M
0
otherwise.
 j
P
si (t) − m∈Mi=j,o=0 ∪Mi=j,d=cd pm (t) if o 6= i and d 6= i



sj−1 (t) − P
if d = i and j > 1
i=j−1,o=0 pm (t)
i
=
Pm∈M
j+1

si (t) − m∈Mi=j+1,d=cd pm (t)
if o = i and j < cd



0
otherwise.
P
i=j
Let αod (t) := m∈Mi=j,o=0 ∪Mi=j,d=cd pm (t), βoi=j (t) :=
P
P
i=j
m∈Mi=j,o=0 pm (t) and γd (t) :=
m∈Mi=j,d=cd pm (t),
i=j
which allows us to express Xod
(t) more concisely as
 j
i=j
si (t) − αod
(t)
if o 6= i and d 6= i



sj−1 (t) − β i=j (t) if d = i and j > 0
i=j
o
i
Xod
(t) =
j+1
i=j

s
(t)
−
γ
(t) if o = i and j < cd

i
d


0
otherwise.

A PPENDIX

Function sji (t) is piecewise differentiable with
discontinuous jumps at time points t1 , t2 , . . . ∈ ρ. For
every o,P
d ∈ X and every time point t ∈ ρod , we have
i=j 0
sji (t) = m∈Mi=j lim
pT −1 (m) (t0 ) = lim
Xod
(t ). Using
0
0

Proof.PObserve that for a P
particular o, d ∈ X, it holds
−1
that
p
(t)
=
o>1,d<cd pm (t) and conm∈M Tod (m)
m∈M
P
P
sequently we also have m∈M
λod (t) · pT −1 (m) (t) =
od
o,d∈X
P
P
λ
(t)p
(t).
o>1,d<cd
od
m
m∈M
o,d∈X
P
The sum
pm (t) + pF (t) is preserved
m∈M
over
every
discontinuity
t P
∈
ρ. To see that
P
0
0
p
(t)
+
p
(t)
=
lim
m
F
m∈M
m∈M pm (t ) + pF (t )
t0 →t−
holds for any t ∈ ρ, take arbitrary o, d ∈P
X and t ∈ ρod
and perform
the
following
rearrangement:
m∈M pm (t) +
P
pF (t)= m∈M 0lim− pT −1 (m) (t0 ) + 0lim− pF (t0 ) +
od
t →t
t →t
P
P
0
0
+
m∈Mo=0 ∪Md=ci pm (t )= 0lim−
m∈Mo>1,d<cd pm (t )

the definition of sji , the derivative of function sji at every
P
P
point t ∈ R≥0 \ ρ, ṡji (t) =
λod (t) ·
m∈Mi=j
o,d∈X
!
P
pT −1 (m) − pm ·
λod , which can be rearranged
od
o,d∈X
P
P
as ṡji (t)
=
λod (t) m∈Mi=j pT −1 (m) −
od
o,d∈X
P
P
=
λod (t) m∈Mi=j pm
o,d∈X
P
P
P
λod (t) m∈Mi=j pT −1 (m) − sji (t) ·
λod (t) =
od
o,d∈X
o,d∈X
P
P
i=j
λod (t) · Xod
(t) − sji (t) ·
λod (t)
=
o,d∈X
o,d∈X
P
P
i=j
λod (t) · (sji (t) − αod
(t)) +
λoi (t) ·

t →t

Proof of Proposition 2:

t →t

o,d∈X,o6=i,d6=i

od

t →t

o∈X

P
(t) − λid (t) ·
(t) − λoi (t) · βoi=j−1 (t) +
λid (t) · sj+1
sj−1
i
i
d∈X
P
γdi=j+1 (t) −
λod (t) · sji (t) = λai (t) · sj−1
(t) − (λai (t) +
i
o,d∈X
P
(t) −
λod (t) ·
λdi (t)) · sji (t) + λdi (t) · sj+1
i
o,d∈X,o6=i,d6=i
P
P
i=j
αod
(t) −
λoi (t) · βoi=j−1 (t) −
λid (t) · γoi=j+1 (t).
o∈X

d∈X

Recall now the definition of
 j
qi (t)



q j−1 (t)
i=j
i
Yod
(t) :=
j+1

(t)
q

i


0

function qij and let
if o 6= i and d 6= i
if d = i and j > 0
if o = i and j < cd
otherwise.

The functions qij and sji are equal at t = 0 and thus
we have qij (0) = sji (0). The behavior of qij at discontinuities is qij (t) = 0lim− qij−1 (t0 ) ∀t ∈ ρai and qij (t) =
t →t
∈ ρdi ,

lim qij+1 (t0 ) ∀t
which can be also expressed as:
∀o, d ∈ X, ∀t ∈ ρod ,

lim q j (t0 )
if o 6= i and d 6= i


0 →t− i

t


j−1 0

lim qi (t ) if d = i and j > 0
qij (t) = t0 →t− j+1

lim qi (t0 ) if o = i and j < cd



t0 →t−


0
otherwise
t0 →t−

i=j 0
= lim
Yod
(t ).
0
t →t

The behavior everywhere else is described as: ∀t ∈ R≥0 \ ρ,
q̇ij (t) = λai (t)·qij−1 (t)−(λai (t)+λdi (t))·qij (t)+λdi (t)·qij+1 (t).
The vector versions of functions sji and qij are denoted as
si (t) := [s1i (t), . . . , sci i (t)] and qi (t) := [qi1 (t), . . . , qici (t)].
We will now analyze the behavior of the functions when
they are differentiable. Let (ts , te ) be an subinterval of
positive real line satisfying (ts , te ) ∩ ρ = ∅. Then, the
evolution of both vector function si and qi can be described
in a form of matrix differential equation with identical timedependent coefficient matrix Qi :
s0i (t) :=Qi (t) · si (t) + bi (t)

(3)

q0i (t) :=Qi (t) · qi (t),

(4)

where Qi (t) :=








−(λdi + λa
i)
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i
0
0
..
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λdi
+ λa
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λa
i
0
..
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−(λdi

0
λdi
−(λdi + λa
i)
λa
i
..
.

0
0
λdi
−(λdi + λa
i)
..
.

···
···
···
···
..
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.



(the argument tof functions λdi and λa
i was dropped for brevity)
j
and bP
=
[b1i (t), . . . , bci i (t)]
:=
i (t)
i (t)
P with bi=j−1
i=j
λod (t) · αod (t) −
λoi (t) · βo
−
(t) −
o∈X
i
Po,d∈X,o6=i,d6=i=j+1
λid (t) · γo
(t).
d∈X

Note that we have bji (t) ≤ 0 ∀i, j, t. The solution to the homogenous differential equation (4)R have the
t
form qi (t) = Φ(t, ts )qi (ts ), Φ(t, ts ) = T e ts Q(τ )dτ ,

where T is the time ordering operator, taking care of
the non-commutativity of Q at different times. Similarly,
the solution to the non-homogenous
counterpart (3) is
Rt
si (t) = Φ(t, ts )si (ts ) + Φ(t, ts ) ts Φ(t0 , ts )−1 bi (t0 )dt0 =
Rt
Φ(t, ts )si (ts ) + ts Φ(t, t0 )bi (t0 )dt0 . The matrix Φ(t, t0 ) in
the integrand is the same that governs the time evolution of
the probabilities qi (t) in the homogeneus solution, hence
maps non-negative vectors to non-negative vectors. The
solution si is a sum of two terms. Notice that when si (ts ) ≤
qi (ts ), then at any time t > ts , the first term has lower or
equal value than qi . Further, since bji (t) ≤ 0, the second
term is bound to be zero or negative. Consequently, we have
∀t ∈ (ts , te ), ts , te ∈ R≥0 , (ts , te ) ∩ ρ = ∅ :
if si (ts ) ≤ qi (ts ), then si (t) ≤ qi (t)

(5)

We will now generalize the above result to the entire
time domain. The deterministic rebalancing partitions the
time domain into time points τ1 , τ2 , τ3 , . . . ∈ ρ where
the functions si and qi are discontinuous and intervals
(τ0 = 0, τ1 ), (τ1 , τ2 ), (τ2 , τ3 ), . . . on which si and qi are
differentiable. We will show that si (t0 ) ≤ qi (t0 ) ∀t0 ∈ R≥0
by induction over such differentiable intervals.
Base step: We have si (0) = qi (0) and thus si (τ0 ) ≤ qi (τ0 )
holds.
Induction step: Assume si (τi−1 ) ≤ qi (τi−1 ). Using the
property (5) we know that si (t) ≤ qi (t) ∀t ∈ [τi−1 , τi ). Obi=j
i=j
serve that if si (t) ≤ qi (t), then Xod
(t) ≤ Yod
(t) ∀i, j, o, d
and consequently, we have si (τi ) ≤ qi (τi ).
Finally recall that by definition sji (t) = P (V i (t) = j) and
qij (t) = P (V̄ i (t) = j) and thus we have P (Vi (t) = j) ≤
P (V̄ i (t) = j) for all i ∈ X, j ∈ Mi , and t ≥ 0.
Proof of Corrolary 4:
Proof.
Recall P
that
ṗF (t)
=
P
λ
(t)
p
(t).
Observe
d=c
o=0
m
i
o,d∈X od
m∈M
∪M
that
for particular o, d
∈
X,
P
P it holds that
p
(t)
≤
+
d=c
o=0
m∈Mo=0 pm (t)
Pm∈M ∪M i m
Consequently,
we
have
ṗ
(t)
≤
d=cd pm (t).
F

Pm∈M
P
P
o,d∈X λod (t)
m∈Mo=0
Ppm (t) + m∈M
P d=cd pm (t)
which
implies ṗP
F (t) ≤
o,d∈X λod (t)
m∈Mo=0 pm (t) +
P
λ
(t)
d=cd pm (t).
od
o,d∈X
m∈M
P
j
From Theorem
and
P 3, we know0 m∈M
Pi=j pm (t) ≤ qic(t)
thus ṗF (t) ≤ o,d∈X λod (t)qo (t)+ o,d∈X λod (t)qdd (t) ⇒
P
P
0
ṗF (t)
≤
+
o∈X qo (t)
d∈X λod (t)
P
P
cd
q
(t)
λ
(t)
⇒
ṗ
(t)
≤
od
F
d∈X
d∈X
d

P
P
cd
d
0
a
F
i∈X λi (t)qi (t) + λi (t)qd (t) ⇒ ṗF (t) ≤
i∈X q̇i (t).
From the above upper bound on ṗF (t) and using
pF (0) =P 0 and qiF (0) = 0 ∀i ∈ X, we conclude
pF (t) ≤ i∈X qiF (t).

